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THE MAV-555A

*1 The MAV-555A/20 is capable of recording 19h20min at 30Mb/s.
*2 HD upgrade kit will be available in 2002.
*3 GbE upgrade will be available in 2002.

SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL BKMA-505 CONTROL PANEL
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The MAV-555A is an MPEG-based, multi-channel editing disk recorder that is the answer to your live, sports, news
and postproduction editing needs.  The combined advanced disk technology with intuitive VTR-style controls makes
the MAV-555A an ideal choice for your broadcast operations.  The MAV-555A can do everything the MAV-555 did
and more.  Its flexible I/O design allows you to select a 1In/3Out, 2In/2Out, or 3In/1Out video channel configuration
from the set-up menu.  Also, with its beefy hard drives, the MAV-555A can record nearly 20 hours*1 of video so you
can play, record, and edit to your hearts content.

The broadcast industry is continually changing as technology advances; therefore, when making an investment
in equipment today, you expect your system to be expandable tomorrow.  Making the change from Standard
Definition (SD) to High Definition (HD) is effortless with the HD upgrade kit *2.  If you prefer super slow motion
capability in your sports applications, a separate model, the MAV-555SS, which handles Sony Super Motion™ is
available.  Also, if you choose to upgrade from video stream connectivity to file based transfer, then the Gigabit
Ethernet (GbE) option is your answer. *3

With Total Cost of Ownership being a primary concern when purchasing broadcast equipment, you can’t go
wrong with the MAV-555A.  This system is ready to go right out of the box, just plug it in, boot it up, and you’re on
your way to creating quality programming.  Unlike a VTR, the MAV-555A has no tape transport, heads to clean, or
tapes to replace, so the system is virtually maintenance free.  With the MAV-555A, you can write, re-write, and store
hours upon hours of material on the internal HDDs.  The MAV-555A is such a versatile piece of equipment; it’s like
having a compact cut or A/B roll-editing suite in one small package.

The advent of the MAV-555A has made the concept of practical, multi-channel, MPEG-based, frame accurate
editing disk recorders a reality. From the studio to OB vehicles, from linear to non-linear production environments,
and from SD to HD, the MAV-555A gives you the power, speed, and flexibility to achieve your goals.

Now more than ever, the MAV-555A is the one.
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Benefits
Superb Picture Quality

Because the MAV-555A adopts an I-Frame-only
MPEG-2 4:2:2P@ML compression scheme, the
picture quality is superlative even at lower data bit
rates.  The MAV-555A offers three bit rates that are
selectable on a file-by-file basis: 30, 40, and 50Mb/s.
Moreover, the I-Frame-only MPEG compression
allows for frame accurate editing, which is a must in
news applications.  Because the MAV-555A adopts
MPEG-2 format, other MPEG devices can be
interconnected without worries of incompatibility.

Extra Long Recording Time
In response to user demand for increased storage,

the MAV-555A was developed using high capacity

HDDs.  There are two standard versions of the

MAV-555A, the MAV-555A/10 and the MAV-555A/20.

The former allows roughly 10 hours of recording

time at 30Mb/s while the latter allows nearly 20

hours at the same bit rate.  This system was

designed to handle even the longest sporting events

as well as news programs with countless edits.

Rate
Video 30Mb/s 30Mb/s 40Mb/s 50Mb/s

Audio 16Bit (48kHz) 20Bit (48kHz) 16/20Bit (48kHz) 16/20Bit (48kHz)

MAV-555A/10 9h40min 8h00min 7h20min 5h40min

MAV-555A/20 19h20min 16h00min 14h40min 11h20min

Outstanding Editing Features
With the MAV-555A, you can create news and
sports programs that will be the envy of your
competitors.  From simple cut editing to A/B-roll
editing with sophisticated effects*4, you can do it all
with the MAV-555A.  The MAV-555A has a
comprehensive set of video editing functions
including video clip overwrite, insert, lift and
extract.  The four audio channels are independently
editable with a high level of flexibility.  Functions
such as A/V-split, channel swap, voice over, and
audio crossfades are available.

Dedicated Control Panels
You can effortlessly control your MAV-555A with
Sony’s high quality control panels such as the
MAVE-F555 Editing Panel, MAVE-D555 Dial Panel,
BKNE-1011 Editing Fader Panel combination.  The
linear-like controls will make you feel as if you are
operating a VTR.*5

and

1

Real-time Effects
You can enjoy hundreds of different elaborate
effects such as dissolve, split screen, mosaic,
picture-in-picture and so forth just by adding the
video effects board.  The MAV-555A allows a
variety of effects, from basic 2-D effects to
sophisticated 3-D and Digital Multi-Effects (DMEs).
All of the MAV-555A’s effects are performed in real-
time unlike many other products that may use time
consuming software rendering techniques that
cause undesirable “wait time” when previewing or
executing effects.

Features

*4 The optional BKMA-560/561 Video Effects Boards are required.
*5 Optional third party controllers for sports applications are available for the MAV-555A.
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Outstanding Jog Sound Quality
(Excellent Search and Response)

The Digital Jog Sound (DJS) feature, which gives
you audio quality reminiscent of VTRs, is perfect for
audio-based news editing when you are trying to
locate a specific sound clip.  DJS coupled with the
MAV-555A’s quick response JOG characteristics
allows you to locate edit points quickly, making the
MAV-555A an ideal editing tool in the news-editing
suite.

Upgradeable to High Definition
If you require High Definition for applications such
as high-end postproduction, then there is an
upgrade kit that will suit your needs.  The HD
upgrade kit consists of appropriate I/F boards, an
HDD expansion kit, and a rear panel kit.*7

Asynchronous File Transfer Using
Gigabit Ethernet (GbE)

With a PC, the new BZMA-E555 software, and the
optional BKMA-550 Asynchronous Network I/F
Board installed, you can transfer files with ease.
File transfer is based on the Material Exchange
Format (MXF) as being standardized by SMPTE.
Just connect multiple MAV-555As via Gigabit
Ethernet (GbE) gateways, and you can share, edit,
and transfer files as required to different news
editing suites.  By using the GbE functionality of
the MAV-555A, editors and directors can work
more effectively as a team.  The scenario goes
something like this: The director sends
programming information such as allotted time
slots, program types, and durations of each
program to the editing teams. The editing teams
then put together the required programs while
sharing files, and lets the director know that they
are ready to go.  The director reviews the
programming, gives the OK, and the programs go
on air.  The beauty of this setup is that it’s
seamless, files can be transferred while editing, no
central server is required, and the cost is relatively
low.  As GbEs become omnipresent in our society,
you will be ready to plug-in with the MAV-555A.

2

Simultaneous Multiple Operations
One of the key advantages of a disk recorder over
a VTR is the ability to simultaneously record and
play several audio and video channels.  Users are
able to either edit (including preview) or playout
material while recording, revolutionizing the way in
which programming is created.  In news
applications, editing news feeds while recording
them will become a standard practice to save you
time and money, while in live and sports
production, super slow motion, highlight editing,
and time delayed broadcasts become effortless.
Because this multi-tasking capability is important
to you, the MAV-555A comes standard with four
SD video channels.  Depending on the application,
you can configure your MAV-555A from the set-up
menu to handle one input and three outputs, two
inputs and two outputs, or three inputs and one
output.*6

*6 Internal ports and IN/OUT signals at the SDI interface are not always considered the same (i.e. two internal ports can be used to A/B roll edit, and the
resultant file is sent to one SDI interface).

*7 Once the system is upgraded to HD, SD is not functional.
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High Reliability/Durability
While operating your MAV-555A, the last thing you
want to worry about is loss of data.  With its fault
tolerant design, the MAV-555A will operate in the
most demanding environments.  Incorporating
RAID-3 technology and robust error correction, you
don’t have to worry about losing your all-important
video files.  Audio drives, on the other hand,
incorporate RAID-1 technology for fast read
performance and high data availability. 
The MAV-555A is also built with durability in mind.
As a matter of fact, it’s designed to withstand the
shock and vibration encountered in an OB vehicle
environment.  The HDDs are isolated from the
recorder chassis by being mounted in individual
disk caddies that are protected with dampers.

Space Saving
Because the MAV-555A operates with four Serial
Digital Interface (SDI) channels at the same time, it
can replace a number of VTRs and thus offer
considerable savings in both equipment space and
operating costs.  Furthermore, the MAV-555A
accommodates various option boards.  These
include an AD/DA Converter, an SDTI-CP interface
card, an asynchronous network interface, and
video effects modules.  In addition, a front-
mounted control panel with complete editing
functionality is also available.  This innovative
design results in a considerable saving of space.

Convenient Data Transfer with Flash
Memory

With the built in PCMCIA slot, a flash memory card
or Memory Stick™ with adaptor can be used to
record and transfer your user settings.  You can
maintain different menu settings on each PCMCIA
card or Memory Stick IC recording media for use
in any MAV-555A.

3
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Linear-Like Non-Linear Editing

MAV-555A
Recorder/Player

Digital VTR
Player/Recorder

RS-422A

RS-422A
To VTR, Server,
or On Air

Record to tape

SDI

SDI Monitor

Audio
Monitor

BKNE-1011

Live Feed

MAVE-F555
MAVE-D555

2In/2Out Configuration
with VTR
A typical set-up for the MAV-555A is a
2In/2Out configuration as shown in the
diagram.  A VTR is connected to one
input and a live feed goes to the other
and is directly recorded to the MAV-555A.
You can then edit with clips on the
MAV-555A and clips from the VTR while
the live feed continues to roll.  The edited
program can be distributed to another
system, aired, or sent back to the VTR
and recorded to tape.  This convenient
inexpensive edit suite does it all.

Linear-like Editing
With its dedicated control panels,
the MAV-555A is controlled as if you
are operating in a linear editing
environment, but with the speed
available with direct access to
HDDs.  When necessary, it is also
possible to configure the MAV-555A
with linear editors such as the
BVE-9100 or BVE-2000.

Soft News Application: News Editing with Real-time Effects

Flexible Audio Operations
Functions such as A/V-split,
channel swap, voice over, and
audio crossfades are simple with
the MAV-555A’s independently
editable audio channels.  Also, the
Digital Jog Sound (DJS) feature
gives you sound quality reminiscent
of VTRs allowing you to locate a
specific sound clip with precision.

Real-time Effects
With the BKMA-560 and BKMA-561
installed, you can perform effects
similar to the DFS-700, one of
Sony’s popular DMEs.  Effects such
as dissolve, wipe, mosaic, picture-
in-picture, and hundreds of others
are available.

Benefits Of Editing With The MAV-555A

The MAV-555A is the perfect tool for
editing in live, sports, news, and
postproduction applications.
The concept of editing with the MAV-555A
is simple.  Programs are easily built and
instantly previewed using source clips
from the hard disks.  A/B roll-editing is
even possible with the unit in a stand-
alone configuration.  This all-in-one
system allows you to edit without the use
of VTR’s or external swicher/editor
combinations.
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The MAVE-F555
is a dedicated editing panel
intended for use with the
MAV-555A. Its features include:
•File selection, search, and
display.

•Cut insertion, delete, and other
non-linear editing functions.

•Control of external VTR.

The MAVE-D555
is a dial panel that connects to the
MAVE-F555. Its features include:
•Jog/Shuttle dial for locating
clips.

•Entry of edit points and
duration using numeric
keypad.

•Edit pattern and parameter
selection.

•LCD display.

1 2X 3

1 2 3

1 2 31 2X 3

1 2 3

Overwrite

Insert

1 2 3

1 2X 3

1 2X 3

Lift

Extract

The BKNE-1011 connects to the MAVE-D555.
It is used to control audio input and output levels and to
control effects.  Its features include:
•Master fader control.
•Independent control of each audio track.
•Transition lever to manually execute effect transitions.
•Effect parameter controls.

Adding clips is easy.  You can overwrite or
insert a clip at any point.

Because the MAV-555A is non-linear in nature, inserting and extracting clips is inherently much easier to
perform and less time consuming than with a conventional VTR.

Deleting clips is also easy.  You can lift a clip
and leave a blank in the program, or you can
extract the clip and close the gap.

ADDING DELETING

Dedicated Control Panels

Editing With The MAV-555A

With the following dedicated control panels, you can effortlessly control your MAV-555A.
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Editing in three simple steps.

It’s as easy as 1, 2, 3 !

Step 1. Select Source
•File list is displayed.
•Source file is selected using the multi-control rotary dial.
•Depress the “RECORDER” button and the screen jumps
to allow edit point entry.

•Select the effect pattern.
•Set the effect parameters.
•Use the fader for the desired effect.
•Select “OK” from the on-screen menu.
•Press the “PREVIEW” button to preview the edit.
•If acceptable, press “AUTO EDIT” to finish the edit.

•Locate the In/Out edit points of each clip using the
Jog/Shuttle dial or by manual TC entry.

•Mark each edit point using the In/Out and Entry button.
•Select “Effect” from the on-screen menu.

Step 2. Set Edit Points

Step 3. Select Effect Type

6

Editing With The BKMA-505

The Optional BKMA-505
control panel was designed
to offer the user a VTR-like
feel when editing with a disk
recorder.
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BKMA-513
AD/DA Converter Board
For those all important applications
when you need to interface with analog
VTRs or to accept live analog audio
signals, the BKMA-513 will allow you to
do so seamlessly.  The interface boards
include two A-D converters and three
D-A converters.  This option also allows
you to obtain a signal with time code
superimposition on the composite B
outputs and allows the use of the
BKMA-570 Analog Audio Expansion
Unit.

BKMA-550*8

Asynchronous Network Board
By installing the BKMA-550
asynchronous network board, your
MAV-555A is capable of transferring
data via Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) and can
be controlled by a standard PC via a
Local Area Network (LAN).

BKMA-560/561
Video Effects Board
The BKMA-560 is a video effects board
that allows you to edit with a variety of
effects commonly used in newscasts
such as dissolve and split screen.  If
you desire more complex effects
including 2-D and 3-D effects such as
mosaic, picture in picture, rotation and
page turns, just add the BKMA-561
video effects board.

BKMA-540
SDTI Board
If you prefer to transfer data at twice
the speed with no degradation, just add
the BKMA-540.  This upgrade allows
you to connect your MAV-555A through
the SDTI-CP interface as defined by
SMPTE 305M.

BKMA-570*9

Analog Audio Expansion Unit
The BKMA-570 is a 2U rack mountable
analog audio expansion unit that
connects to the Remote Parallel I/O
50-pin interface on the back of the
MAV-555A.  This expansion unit
increases the number of analog audio
channels to 8-in and 12-out via the
standard XLR-type audio connectors.

MAVE-F555
Editing Panel
The MAVE-F555 is a desktop controller
designed especially for the MAV-555A
and provides linear like editing controls.

RMM-555
Rack Mount Kit
The RMM-555 is a 19-inch rack mount
kit conforming to the EIA RS-310C
standard.  This kit contains all the
hardware necessary to rack-mount your
MAV-555A including two slide rails and
a pair of rack-mount ears.

MAVE-D555
Dial Panel
The MAVE-D555 is a desktop controller
with a Jog/Shuttle dial designed to
control the MAV-555A and allow direct
access to effect patterns.  It comes
complete with a numeric keypad and
LCD display.

BKNE-1011
Editing Fader Panel
The BKNE-1011 is used to control the
audio play and record levels and allows
you to preview or perform effects with a
fader.

BZMA-E555
Contents Manager
This new software package has been
designed especially for the MAV-555A
so edit teams can work together and
pass files, via GbE, to various edit
suites.

BKMA-505
Disk Recorder Control Panel
The BKMA-505 is a dedicated control
panel for the MAV-555A.  It has a VTR-
style user interface with intuitive
controls and a 6.4-inch high-resolution
color LCD information display.  The
panel allows you to easily perform audio
and video file management, editing
functions, timer record/playback, and
simultaneous dual playouts.

BKMA-506
Disk Recorder Control Panel Kit
If you prefer to install your BKMA-505
control panel in an area other than
where the MAV-555A is located, this kit
will come in handy.  The BKMA-506 is a
housing designed for the BKMA-505
control panel so that it is mounted in an
ergonomically correct work position.
A 10-meter cable is included with this
option.

7
*8 Requires the optional BZMA-E555 Contents Manager software.
*9 Requires the optional BKMA-513 AD/DA Converter Board.

Options
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Front View
Dimensions

MAV-555A Rear Panel

BKMA-570 Analog Audio Expansion Unit

Top View Side View
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The MPEG IMX MAV-555A has many more applications.

UNLEASH ITS FULL POTENTIAL!
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General
Power requirements: AC 90V to 264V, 48Hz to 64Hz
Power consumption: 500W
Operating temperature: +5 ºC to +40 ºC (+41 ºF to +104 ºF) 
Storage temperature: -20 ºC to +60 ºC ( -4 ºF to +140 ºF)
Humidity: 25% to 80% (relative humidity)
Weight: 45kg (100 lbs)
Dimensions: 19 inch rack mountable 6U height

424 (W) x 265 (H) x 624 (D) mm (16.7”
x 10.4” x 24.6”)

Digital Audio Performance
Sampling frequency: 48kHz
Quantization: 20/16bits selectable
Analog input to output:

A/D and D/A quantization: 20bits/sample
Frequency response: 20Hz to 20kHz  +0.5/-1.0dB (0dB at

1kHz)
Dynamic range: More than 95db (at 1kHz, emphasis

ON, 20bits)
Distortion: Less than 0.05% 

(at 1kHz, emphasis ON, ref.
level=+4dBm )

Cross talk: Less than -85dB 
(at 1kHz, between any two channels,
20bits )

Head room: 20dB (18dB selectable)
Emphasis: T1=50us, T2=15us (ON/OFF selectable

at recording)
Input reference level: +4dBm (+4/ 0 / -3 / -20dBm

selectable)

Processor Adjustment Range
Video:

Video level: ±3dB / -∞ to 3dB selectable
Chroma level: ±3dB / -∞ to 3dB selectable
Set up/Black level: ±30 IRE / ±210mV
Hue/Chroma phase: ±30º
System sync phase: ±30us ( SC step )
System SC phase: 0-37ns (0.3ns step)

Audio:
Input level: -∞ to 12dB 
Output level: -∞ to 12dB 

Output phase: ±128 samples

Analog Signal Input
Video reference: BNC (x2 loop-through connection),

composite, 0.3Vp-p, 75Ω, sync
negative

Analog composite BNC (x2 loop-through connection) x 
(option*1): 2ports *3,1.0Vp-p, 75Ω, sync negative

Analog audio XLR (x4) x 2ports *3
(option*1*2): -60dBu,high impedance, balanced /

+4dBu,high impedance, balanced /
+4dBu, 600Ω termination balanced
selectable

Time code reference: BNC x1, 0.5Vp-p - 18Vp-p, 10kΩ,
unbalanced

Time code: BNC (x1) x2ports, 0.5Vp-p
-18Vp-p, 10kΩ, unbalanced

Operational Performance
Recording/Playback time:

Search Speed:
SHUTTLE mode: Max. ± 500 times normal speed

(Maximum speed range ± 32 /...± 100
.../± 500 selectable)
frame by frame (± 4 times ) 

JOG mode: Up to ± 4 times normal speed 
VAR mode: Up to ± 2 times normal speed (When

two ports occupied)
Cue up time: Min. 0.5 seconds
Time shift: Min. 60 frames
Clip: Min. duration 1 frame, up to 5,000 clips

Rate
Video 30Mb/s 30Mb/s 40Mb/s 50Mb/s

Audio 16Bit (48kHz) 20Bit (48kHz) 16/20Bit (48kHz) 16/20Bit (48kHz)

MAV-555A/10 9h40min 8h00min 7h20min 5h40min

MAV-555A/20 19h20min 16h00min 14h40min 11h20min

Specifications

Digital Video Performance
CODEC:

Compression: MPEG-2 4:2:2 Profile@ML GOP N=1
(intra)

Bit rate: Max. 50Mb/s (50Mb/s, 40Mb/s,
30Mb/s selectable)

Encoding samples: Y:720/ line, B-Y/R-Y:360/ line
Encoding lines: 525:7 - 262, 270 - 525

625: 7 - 310,320 - 623 
Sampling frequency: Y: 13.5MHz, R-Y/B-Y: 6.75MHz
Quantization: 8 bits/sample

Digital input to digital output:
Bandwidth: Y: 0.5 - 5.75MHz +0.5/-0.75dB

R-Y/B-Y: 0.5 - 2.75MHz +0.5/-0.75dB
Analog composite input to analog composite output:

S/N ratio: More than 53dB
Differential gain: Less than 2%
Differential phase: Less than 2º
Y/C delay: Less than 20ns
K-factor (2T pulse): Less than 1%
LF non-linearity: Less than 3% (including quantization

noise)

Note*1 Using optional BKMA-513 (A/D D/A Converter Board).
Note*2 Using optional BKMA-570 (Analog Audio Expansion Unit).
Note*3 Supports R1 and R2 ports only (Does not support R3).
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Specifications

Analog Signal Output
Analog composite BNC (x2) x 3ports, 1.0Vp-p, 75Ω,
(option*4): sync negative with character super
Analog audio XLR (x4) x 3ports,
(option*4*5): +4dBu at 600Ω load, low impedance,

balanced
Time code: BNC (x1) x3ports 

2.2Vp-p at 600Ω load, low impedance
unbalanced

Video monitor: BNC x1, composite,1.0Vp-p, 75Ω,
sync negative with character super

Audio monitor L/R: XLR x2 
+4dBu at 600Ω load, low impedance,
balanced

Headphones: JM-60 stereo phone jack
-∞ to -12dBu at 8Ω load, unbalanced

Digital Signal Inputs

Digital Signal Outputs

SDI: BNC (x2 active-through connection) x
3ports, SMPTE 259M

SDTI (option*6): BNC x1
Digital Audio: BNC (stereo pair x2) x 3ports,

AES/EBU

SDI: BNC (x2) x 3ports, SMPTE 259M
SDTI(option*6): BNC x1
Digital Audio: BNC (stereo pair x2) x 3ports,

AES/EBU
Video monitor: BNC x1, SMPTE 259M, with character

super

Sampling frequency: Y: 13.5MHz, R-Y/B-Y: 6.75MHz, K: 13.5MHz
Quantization: 8 bits/sample
Effects: Using optional BKMA-560/561 (Video Effects Board), the following effects can be built.

Video Effects

Board Effect Pattern
BKMA-560 Dissolve Wipe Matrix Wipe Split Screen
BKMA-560+561 Mosaic Still Mirror Y&C modify Freeze Strobe

Cinema Cropping P in P Zoom Up Spotlight
Center Image Dynamic Mirror Stream Accordion Multi Screen
Wave Modulation Real Paint Stained Glass Slide Split Slide
Compress Expand 2-D Rotation 2-D rotation + Compress + Slide
2-D Rotation + Compress + Slide (Variable) 3-D Rotation Door
Divided 3-D Rotation 3-D + Compress + Slide Album Tour
Flip & Tumble Twist Page Turn Page Turn (variable)
Divided Page Turn Sphere P in P Sphere

Remote
RS-422A:

Remote In 1/2/3/4: D-Sub9 (F) x4, Sony 9pin VTR
protocol, Sony 9pin Disk protocol

Remote Out 1/2: D-Sub9 (F) x2, for external VTR control
(Sony 9pin VTR protocol)

Remote Parallel I/O: D-Sub50 (F) x1, 24 inputs (5V CMOS),
24 outputs (Open collector)

Ethernet: RJ45 x1, 10 Base-T
AUX: D-Sub9 (F) x1

Network
Gigabit Ethernet*7: Optical Gigabit Cable, 1000 Base-SX

Note*4 Using optional BKMA-513 (A/D D/A Converter Board).
Note*5 Using optional BKMA-570 (Analog Audio Expansion Unit).

Note*6 Using optional BKMA-540 (SDTI Board).

MK7754V1OHB01AUG Printed in Japan on recycled paper

Distributed by
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Note*7 Using optional BKMA-550, BZMA-E555, PC with NIC (Network
Interface Card).
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Sports
Applications

You’re tasked to cover a major sporting event and you need to edit and air 
the footage immediately.  The MAV-555A is your answer.  If you need to 
simultaneously record an incoming feed, edit, and re-play, there is no better 
tool for the job than the MAV-555A.  With  multiple VTRs, handling live events 
is an awkward and cumbersome process in which the crew has to work 
double-time to create a quality product.  However, with the MAV-555A’s 
real-time access to incoming feeds, multiple I/O ports, built-in effects, 
and DSK functions, you will seamlessly produce an outstanding program.  
The end result is satisfied producer and a thrilled audience.

Features and Benefits Configuration
Simultaneous recording and editing allows for quick

turnaround of live incoming feeds

Quick editing, precise controls.  Slow motion replay,

highlights, graphics.

Easy system configuration and set-up.

Two independent outputs or “Program & Preview”

outputs. 

Ample number of cue points, clips, and playlists. 

Hundreds of effect patterns using an internal video

effect board.

Exact audio-video synchronization.

Live Feed

Playout

Audio Monitor

Slow Motion Playout

Monitor

Monitor

RS-422A

Live Feed

: Control
: SDI
: Audio

Scenario

Sports Application:  
Slow Motion Replays
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Super Motion™
The setting is a cricket match.  It’s late in the match and the bowler pitches a wicked
googly that brushes the wickets.  The umpire listens for the sound but doesn’t hear it, 
so the bowler appeals with a “Howzat!”  An umpire immediately reviews the 
Super Motion™ footage recorded to the MAV-555SS and calls the batsman out.   
The MAV-555SS plays back video recorded at three times the normal frame rate, 
and unlike other super slow motion disk recorders, there is no audio delay meaning 
the audio will match the video perfectly.  This unique feature makes the MAV-555SS
ideal for sporting events in which instant replay can make a difference in the outcome.  
The MAV-555SS is an outstanding super slow motion disk recorder for many other
popular sports such as baseball, football, basketball, soccer, auto racing and track 
and field events.

Features and Benefits Configuration
Very smooth, high quality MPEG-2 4:2:2 I-Frame only

super slow motion replay of video recorded at three

times the normal frame rate.

Standard operation (identical to the MAV-555A/20) or

Super Motion operation selectable from the setup

menu.

Exact audio-video synchronization even in the Super

Motion setting.

3rd party camera e.g.
Philips Camera LDK23

Line Out

Sony 
Super Motion Camera system

BVP-9500WS/P
w/ CA-950/P

Optical
Fiber CCU-900/P 

with BKP-9330

Camera Control Unit

Monitor

or

Live Feed

Live Feed

Analog
monitor 

RS-422A

: Control
: SDI
: Audio

Scenario

Super Motion™ Application:  
Super Slow Motion Replays With The MAV-555SS

Applications
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Soft News
Quick editing with effects is a must for soft news in order to beat the competition.
This statement is a given in hard news; the MAV-555, already proven to be a very
capable machine in the hard news environment, is also an outstanding machine in
soft news.  Likewise, the MAV-555A is a superb system in both news environments.
When reporting soft news, it is imperative to prepare a crisp cleanly edited program 
in a short amount of time so you can go to air before your competitors.  While you 
are airing your program, your competitors will still be editing.  The result is an
audience that keeps coming back to your program to get the latest information.

Features and Benefits Configuration
Compact, cost effective, all-in-one nonlinear editing

package including real-time video effects.

Simultaneous recording and editing allows for quick

turnaround of incoming feeds.

Real time video effects with hundreds of patterns. 

A/B roll editing, A/V split editing, four independently

editable audio channels (mix/swap editing), voice over

editing. 

Downstream keyer (DSK) function allows superimposition of

text or graphics.

Dedicated controls for linear-like nonlinear editing allows

intuitive operation.

Excellent audio jog with Digital Jog Sound (DJS) allows

sound clips to be located quickly and easily.

Dynamic Motion Control (DMC) capable editing controller

allows editing at variable speeds.

Capable of controlling external VTRs as a player or

recorder.

RS-422A

RS-422A
To VTR, Server,
or On Air

Record to tape

Monitor

Audio
Monitor

Live Feed

Graphics
Clips

: Control
: SDI
: Audio

Scenario

Soft News Application:  
News Editing With Real-time Effects

Applications
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Live Production
The task is to cover an eight hour golf tournament in two hours and to air the last two
hours of the program live with highlights.  There is no better way to do this than to
use the MAV-555A .  The concept is simple;  you just run multiple live feeds through 
a router to the MAV-555A in a 2In/2Out configuration.  Choose the highlights you wish
to edit, and switch between the live and edited highlights.  See the timeline below for
a graphical representation.

Features and Benefits Configuration
Ability to insert edited highlights during a live

program.

Edited material can be used after the event for

sports news highlights.

Easier and quicker turnaround of edited material.

Fewer VTRs required which reduces cost.

Simultaneous recording of live feeds while editing.

Playout of live or edited materials.

Live

Live

Recorder , Player, & Editor

Highlights

On Air

Live Switcher DVS/MVS Series

: Control
: SDI

Scenario

Editing with the MAV-555A

Event

9:00 am 3:00 pm 5:00 pm

On Air

Highlights

Live Production:  
Highlight Editing Of Live Events

Applications
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Graphics Playback
In a postproduction suite time is money, and in live and news production, time is 
of the essence in getting on air.  When looking for specific video and audio clips, 
the last thing you want to do is to fumble through a bunch of tapes.  Because the
MAV-555A is capable of storing hundreds of files on its internal HDDs, you can just
select the files you need and feed them to your production switcher.  The MAV-555A 
is an excellent system for use as a key and fill source, a feeder for commonly used
clips, or a graphics feeder.

Features and Benefits Configuration
Simultaneous recording and editing allows quick production

of programs

The MAV-555A can replace multiple VTRs as a source

feeder.  Hundreds of files can be instantly selected from the

HDDs .

Instant access to large clip library.  Low media costs.

Graphics, Key/Fill, and Clip feeder features can also be

used in live, sports, and news applications.

Able to feed multiple edit suites allowing easy access to

frequently used material.  This can be done using SDI,

SDTI-CP, or the GbE interface.*1

Sony DVS and MVS live production switchers are capable

of controlling the MAV-555A directly via RS-422 ports.*2

*1Requires the optional BKMA-550 Asynchronous Network Board, and

BZMA-E555 Contents Manager.

*2DVS series requires separate control for file selection.

Recorder & Player

DVS or MVS Series Switcher

Edit Controller
BVE Series

BKMA-505 and BKMA-506

Key

RS-422A RS-422A

Fill

: Control
: SDI

Scenario

Graphics Playback Application:  
Clip Library And Key/Fill Source

Applications
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Time Delay
You are the director for what will be the most watched live awards show of 
the century, and your boss wants you to assure that there will be no mistakes.  
You decide that a ten second time delay is the way to go.  This daunting task, 
which typically requires several VTRs, just became ten times easier because 
you were introduced to the MAV-555A.  With the time delay feature built into 
the system, you can quickly and easily edit footage that might be offending 
or embarrassing to air.  The MAV-555A is one of the best tools available for 
this type of application.

Features and Benefits Configuration
Ability to delay playout from 5 seconds to several

days.  This feature is perfect for delaying playout for

editing purposes. 

Much less expensive than a configuration requiring

multiple VTRs.

Programming can be set to automatically play at a

specified time for distribution of material to various

geographical areas, different time zones, or to

remote stations.

Programming can be set to automatically record at a

specified time, which is very useful for recording

incoming satellite feeds during off hours or at remote

stations.

Recorder , Player, & Editor

BKMA-505 and BKMA-506

Live Feed

TD Playout

On Air

Live Switcher DVS/MVS Series

: Control
: SDI
A di

Scenario

Time Delay Application:  Time Delayed Playout
& Automatic Play/Record Timer

Applications
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